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ABSTRACT

The spectral resolution of a dispersive spectrograph is dependent on the width of the entrance slit. This means that astronomical spectrographs trade-off throughput with spectral resolving power. Recently, optical guided-wave transitions known as photonic lanterns have been proposed to circumvent this trade-off, by enabling the efficient reformatting of multimode light into a pseudo-slit which is highly multimode in one axis, but diffraction-limited in the other. Here, we demonstrate the successful reformatting of a telescope point spread function into such a slit using a three-dimensional integrated optical waveguide device, which we name the photonic dicer. Using the CANARY adaptive optics (AO) demonstrator on the William Herschel Telescope, and light centred at 1530 nm with a 160 nm full width at half-maximum, the device shows a transmission of between 10 and 20 per cent depending upon the type of AO correction applied. Most of the loss is due to the overfilling of the input aperture in poor and moderate seeing. Taking this into account, the photonic device itself has a transmission of $57 \pm 4$ per cent. We show how a fully-optimized device can be used with AO to provide efficient spectroscopy at high spectral resolution.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Spectroscopy is a technique of paramount importance to modern astronomy. Analysis of spectroscopic data can reveal key information including the chemical composition, distance, velocity, temperature and density of astronomical sources (e.g. Eisenhauer et al. 2003; Ghez et al. 2003; Chauvin et al. 2004; Kwok 2004; Marois et al. 2008; Swain et al. 2010, and references therein). The most commonly used spectrograph configuration in astronomy is the dispersive spectrograph. In its simplest form, such a spectrograph consists of a slit, into which light from the object is coupled, an optic such as a lens or mirror to collimate the light from the slit, a dispersive element such as a grating or prism to induce chromatic angular dispersion, and a further optic to image the slit to the detection plane. In such a spectrograph, the position of the slit image at the detection plane becomes a function of wavelength, which can be recorded using a detector array. The resolving power of such a spectrograph ($R = \lambda / \delta \lambda$, where $\lambda$ is the measurement wavelength and $\delta \lambda$ the minimum resolvable wavelength difference) varies inversely with the slit width, and the maximum resolving power of a given instrument is obtained when the slit width is matched to the diffraction-limit of the collimator. As a consequence, a larger slit width is required to efficiently accept multimode light into the spectrograph and this will result in a reduced spectral resolving power for a given diameter of collimated beam. In order to increase the spectral resolving power a larger collimated beam and hence grating are required, increasing the size and cost of the instrument.

The trade-off between spectral resolving power and the coupling efficiency of multimode light into a dispersive spectrograph is a key design aspect of modern astronomical spectrographs. As the number of spatial modes that form the telescope point spread function (PSF) increases with the square of the telescope aperture ($D_T$; Harris & Allington-Smith 2012), the spatial element size and hence spectrograph size for a given resolving power also increases. For the current generation of 8–10-m class telescopes, this scaling is already resulting in spectrographs with volumes of many cubic metres, a trend that will only continue as Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs) with apertures greater than 30 m diameter are constructed (Cunningham 2009).
One approach to address this increase in spectrograph size is to use adaptive optics (AO). A perfect AO system would provide a diffraction-limited image regardless of telescope size, meaning that, in principle, the spectrograph size would also be independent of the telescope diameter. However, the complexity of the AO system required to achieve a given level of performance also scales with the square of \( D_T \). Furthermore, AO performance is also highly dependent on the type of correction being applied and the strength of atmospheric turbulence. This is particularly true if the AO system is providing correction at visible wavelengths, where currently proposed ELT AO systems can only provide a partially corrected PSF.

A second approach to reduce spectrograph size is to reformat the image into multiple slices aligned in a slit, a technique known as image slicing (e.g., Weitzel et al. 1996) and references therein. These slices can then be distributed between numerous replicated instruments as described in Hill (2008). Whilst this approach still results in a similar overall instrument volume the individual instruments can be made smaller (Harris & Allington-Smith 2012).

Bland-Hawthorn et al. (2010) proposed that optical fibre guided-wave transitions could be used to efficiently reformat the multimode telescope PSF into a diffraction-limited (in one axis) pseudo-slit, which can then be used as the input to a dispersive spectrograph. This approach has the potential to enable the efficient use of diffraction-limited spectrographs on large optical or near-infrared (NIR) telescopes (Cvetojevic et al. 2009, 2012). The use of single-mode (or diffraction-limited) waveguides also has the potential to reduce or eliminate modal noise (again in one axis). This is a major limiting factor in the performance of current high-resolution fibre-fed spectrographs (Lemke et al. 2011).

The key to this vision is the photonic lantern, a remarkable new technology where focused ultrashort laser pulses are used to directly fabricate an optical waveguide device that seamlessly combines photonic lantern and reformatting functions on a single chip (Thomson et al. 2009). A simple model for this photonic lantern is given by

\[
T \approx \left( \frac{\tau \chi D_T/\chi}{4} \right)^2.
\]

where \( D_T \) is the diameter of the telescope and \( \chi \) is the angular size of the PSF in radians, usually defined by the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) intensity of the PSF. The central wavelength \( (\lambda) \) of our on-sky measurements was 1530 nm (Vidal et al. 2014). This was determined from the overlap between the passband of the \( H \)-band filter and the responsivity of the Xenics Xeva-1.7 320 InGaAs camera used as an NIR imager for the experiment. From equation (1), it is clear that the modal content of the telescope PSF scales directly with changes in astronomical seeing or the telescope diameter (Harris & Allington-Smith 2012). AO reduces this dependence by correcting for the turbulence in the atmosphere, effectively reducing the size of the PSF. This consequently reduces the number of modes contained in the PSF.

Photonic dicers can currently be manufactured using two different methods. The first relies on the application of optical fibre tapering techniques, using either bundles of single-mode fibres (Leon-Saval et al. 2005; Noordegraaf et al. 2009), or a single multicore fibre (MCF; Birks et al. 2012). Once the discrete single-modes are generated by the photonic lantern, they can be re-arranged into a diffraction-limited pseudo-slit. This can be achieved either by re-arranging the individual single-mode fibres themselves in the case of fibre-bundle type photonic lanterns (Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2010; Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2011), or by using a three-dimensional reformatting component in the case of MCF-type photonic lanterns (Thomson et al. 2012; Spaleniak et al. 2013). If the MCF itself only supports a low number of modes, it is also possible to use each core as an individual diffraction-limited slit, and very recently Betterts et al. (2013) have demonstrated the acquisition of a solar spectrum using a diffraction-limited spectrograph based on this concept. The second fabrication route relies on the application of ultrafast laser inscription (ULI), a laser-based fabrication technology where focused ultrashort laser pulses are used to directly write threedimensional optical waveguide structures into a transparent substrate material (e.g., Davis et al. 1996, Nolte et al. 2003, Gatass & Mazur 2008, Thomson, Kar & Allington-Smith 2009, Thomson et al. 2011) and Jovanovic et al. (2012). Previously, we have proposed that ULI could be used to fabricate an integrated optical waveguide device that seamlessly combines photonic lantern and reformatting functions on to a single chip (Thomson et al. 2009).
20–30 per cent (Gendron et al. 2011). Using previously recorded AO-corrected PSFs from CANARY, we calculated that the PSF could in principle, be efficiently coupled into the multimode end of a photonic dicer supporting five spatial modes along each axis. For the on-sky work reported here, however, we deliberately chose to use a photonic dicer with a multimode entrance supporting approximately six spatial modes in each axis. This decision was made to increase alignment tolerances and minimize any potential losses due to spatial mode number and shape mismatch between the photonic dicer and the PSF. The multimode end of the photonic dicer was thus designed to be approximately 50 $\mu$m × 50 $\mu$m long and 9 $\mu$m wide. The photonic dicer design is shown in Fig. 1, where it can be seen that the waveguides undergo a number of distinct transition steps. First, the multimode waveguide splits, in a symmetric fashion, into a 6×6 array of uncoupled waveguides that were measured to be single-mode throughout the 1320–1580 nm spectral region. This is the photonic lantern transition. The now separate single-mode waveguides then undergo three further reformating stages to finally bring them together to form a slab waveguide (the pseudo-slit), which is single-mode in one axis, but highly multimode in the other.

The substrate used to fabricate the photonic dicer structures was a borosilicate glass (Corning, EAGLE 2000). Optical waveguides were inscribed using 460 fs pulses from a Fianium Femtopower 1060 fs laser, operating at repetition rate of 500 kHz and a central wavelength of 1064 nm. The waveguides were inscribed in the transverse inscription geometry using the multiscan technique (Nasu, Kohtoku & Hibino 2010). Each single-mode waveguide was inscribed using 21 scans, with each scan separated by an offset of 0.4 $\mu$m. The pulse energy used was 251 nJ, with the pulses focused at a depth of approximately 200 $\mu$m beneath the surface using a 0.3 NA aspheric lens. The inscription beam was circularly polarized.

The substrate was translated through the beam focus at a speed of 8 mm s$^{-1}$ using cross roller-bearing xyz translation stages (Aerotech ANT130). Fig. 1(a) shows the multimode entrance to our photonic dicer that is constructed by bringing 36 single-mode waveguides together with a centre-to-centre separation of 8.4 $\mu$m to form a square multimode waveguide supporting approximately six spatial modes in each orthogonal axis. Fig. 1 also shows the pseudo-slit output of the photonic dicer. This is constructed by reformating the 36 waveguides into a single linear array with a centre-to-centre separation of 8.4 $\mu$m. Full fabrication details and characterization of the photonic dicer can be found in MacLachlan et al. (2014).

3 CANARY SETUP AND INTEGRATION

For the work presented here, CANARY was configured to provide closed-loop AO correction using an on-axis natural guide star as a wavefront reference. Light with a wavelength >1000 nm was sent to the multimode entrance of the photonic dicer with visible wavelengths directed to a 36 sub-aperture Shack–Hartmann Wavefront Sensor (WFS). The WFS measurements were used to drive a 56-actuator deformable mirror and a separate fast-steering mirror which could provide a partially corrected PSF at a wavelength of 1500 nm. The WFS was placed behind the deformable mirror measuring the residual wavefront error after correction. The deformable mirror commands were calculated using a basic integrator feedback controller with a closed-loop gain of 0.3.

CANARY includes a range of sources that can be used when not on-sky to calibrate and optimize system performance. For our purposes, a 1550 nm laser was coupled into a single-mode fibre and placed at the input focal plane of CANARY. Light from this calibration source passes through the CANARY optical train (including the deformable mirror and fast-steering mirror) and the output PSF is re-imaged on to the photonic dicer multimode entrance using

Figure 1. The design of the integrated photonic dicer. (a) Transmission microscope image of the 6×6 array multimode input facet where the telescope PSF is injected. Mode image of input facet when excited using monochromatic light at (b) 1320 nm and (c) 1580 nm. (d) Schematic diagram showing the colour-coded trajectories of the optical waveguides that constitute the photonic dicer. Mode image of the pseudo-slit when the input facet is injected using monochromatic light at (e) 1320 nm and (f) 1580 nm. (g) Transmission microscope image of the pseudo-slit where the reformatted diffraction-limited output is formed. Scale bar for each image represents 50 $\mu$m.
the setup shown in Fig. 2. The PSF at the multimode input of the photonic dicer was then modified by changing the surface shape of the deformable mirror to maximize the detected flux from the pseudo-slit output. To modify the PSF, the AO-correction loop was engaged and static offset terms were artificially applied to the measured WFS signals. These offset terms were automatically adjusted through a process of simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt & Vecchi 1983). The final WFS shape that provided maximum signal at the pseudo-slit output was recorded and used as a reference for all subsequent on-sky operations.

CANARY was operated in three modes during data acquisition to investigate the photonic dicer performance under different degrees of AO correction. In closed-loop mode, CANARY provided correction of both tip-tilt and higher order wavefront aberrations at an update rate of 150 Hz. Tip-tilt mode reduced the integrator loop gain on the high-order modes to a small value (typically 0.001). In this way, only PSF location was stabilized in real-time but the optimized PSF shape (determined via the simulated annealing method during calibration) was maintained without providing high-order AO correction. Open-loop mode was implemented by additionally reduced the gain on the tip-tilt correction to maintain the PSF in the reference location for optimum coupling without providing high temporal frequency correction.

The setup shown in Fig. 2 was designed to produce an image of the PSF by coupling approximately 10 per cent of the light directly to the InGaAs camera without passing through the photonic dicer. This reference path enables us to monitor the PSF shape and input flux directly, and therefore evaluate the transmission of the photonic dicer regardless of the PSF variation. The remaining fraction of the light is coupled into the photonic dicer, and the pseudo-slit output is imaged to the camera. The combination of the InGaAs camera response and \(H\)-band filter placed in front of the camera defined a detection bandwidth of 160 nm (FWHM; Vidal et al. 2014). Linearity of the InGaAs detector was tested in the laboratory with a 1550 nm LED and an integrating sphere with a calibrated power metre. The response was found to be linear to within \(\ll 1\) per cent.

The telescope provides an \(F/11\) beam with a plate scale value of 4.54 arcsec mm\(^{-1}\), but this is converted by the input coupling optics (L3 and L4 in Fig. 2). The experiment was designed produce an \(F/7.3\) beam with a plate scale of 6.88 arcsec mm\(^{-1}\). This means that the 50 \(\mu\)m \(\times\) 50 \(\mu\)m multimode end of the photonic dicer corresponds to a spatial scale of 0.35 arcsec on-sky in each axis. However, optimal coupling was achieved during tests with a beam of \(F/6.2\) giving a plate scale of 7.96 arcsec mm\(^{-1}\) meaning the angular size of the photonic dicer was 0.405 arcsec.

Each data set captured consisted of \(\approx 200\) NIR images, each of which was obtained by exposing the camera for 400 ms, in order to acquire an adequate signal without saturation. Once the data sets were acquired with the photonic dicer in place, the device was then removed and the PSF from the input coupling plane was imaged directly on to the camera by translating L5 along the collimated beam. A set of \(\approx 100\) images was then acquired in order to calibrate the difference in integrated power between each path. Use of light from the star itself in this manner allows calibration that accounts for device transmission (the ratio of input flux to output flux) of the system and stellar type. A series of dark and sky background images were also acquired in order to determine the background noise floor.

4 RESULTS

The photonic dicer was tested on-sky at the WHT on the 2013 September 13, and all data was acquired between 21:45 and 22:30 GMT. The star selected for observation was TYC1052-3027-1 from the Tycho 2 catalogue (Høg et al. 2000), a third magnitude star in the astronomical \(H\) band. The astronomical seeing values, as measured
Figure 3. (a–c) Colour map images of the camera sensor showing the reformatted output of the photonic dicer and the telescope PSF from the reference path for (a) closed-loop, (b) tip-tilt only and (c) open-loop modes of AO correction. The images show the average reduced data for 200 frames for each AO mode. Note: The camera has 30 µm pixels and the images for each AO mode have different intensity scales. (d–f) Histogram plots showing percentage transmission distribution over the number of images acquired for (d) closed-loop, (e) tip-tilt and (f) open-loop AO modes. Hot pixel removal and background correction algorithms have been applied prior to evaluating the transmission for each image frame acquired.

Figure 4. The measured transmission from the slit end of the photonic dicer plotted against the ensquared energy from the reference arm at 405 mas. This is shown for the three AO operating modes.

Figure 5. A histogram of the estimated transmission of the photonic dicer for all AO modes. This is calculated by dividing the calculated transmission from the slit end of the photonic dicer by the ensquared energy at 405 mas in the reference arm.

using an on-site monitor (O’Mahoney 2003), varied between 0.7 and 0.95 arcsec over the course of the measurements, these are representative of median to poor seeing for the telescope site.

Fig. 3 shows the averaged images of the pseudo-slit and PSF captured when the AO system was operating in closed-loop, tip-tilt only and open-loop modes, respectively. It should be highlighted that each of the images has a different intensity scale, with the detected flux under closed-loop operation being a factor of ≈2 higher than that measured under the other two AO modes.

In the case of tip-tilt correction, the photonic dicer transmission was measured to be 9 ± 2 per cent. In open-loop operation, the transmission was measured to be 10.5 ± 2 per cent, the higher value being due to better seeing conditions at the time the observations were taken. In the case of closed-loop operation, with full AO correction, the transmission of the photonic dicer was measured to be 19.5 ± 2 per cent. Histograms of the transmission data obtained for closed-loop, tip-tilt and open-loop AO modes are also shown in Fig. 3.

In order to quantify where the losses occurred the images were averaged and the centre of the dicer located from the averaged maximum of the reference image. By taking the ensquared energy using this location the energy coupled to the photonic dicer in each image was calculated. This was compared to the calculated transmission and the results are shown in Fig. 4. They show a linear increase in transmission with increase in ensquared energy. By dividing the measured transmission by the calculated ensquared energy the on-sky transmission of the photonic dicer can be estimated as 57 ± 4 per cent. A histogram of this is shown in Fig. 5. The photonic dicer transmission was also measured in the laboratory, using monochromatic multimode laser light, in a manner similar to that described by Thomson et al. (2011). These laboratory measurements indicated that a maximum transmission of 66 ± 3 per cent could be achieved for light in the 1320–1580 nm spectral region.

To utilize the photonic dicer as an input for a high-resolution astronomical spectrograph, the pseudo-slit should ideally be as uniform as possible, in terms of its width and the centring of the modes along the slit (perpendicular to the slit length). This stability is most important with time, as any changes cannot be calibrated out.

Summing in time and over position along the slit, the central location of the slit (in the dispersion direction) was found to vary by a maximum of ±0.35 pixels. The mean of the fitted Gaussian width was 4.55 pixels with a maximum variation of ±0.5 pixels. The variation with time for the same position along the slit was determined from a histogram of all instantaneous locations with the time-averaged value for that position along the slit subtracted. The FWHM of the distribution of the variation of slit locations with time...
in the dispersion direction was found to be 0.05 pixels. The variation of slit width was determined in a similar fashion from a histogram of instantaneous slit widths with the time-averaged width subtracted for that location along the slit. The FWHM of the distribution of relative slit widths was found to be 0.04 pixels.

This measurement was also repeated in the laboratory with monochromatic laser light and the positional variations as per cent of the average Gaussian FWHM are shown in Table 1. These measurements show the photonic dicer is stable with time in the dispersion axis, a vital feature for a high-resolution spectrograph. They also show the need for high tolerances in manufacture in any future devices, as any variation in slit parameters will result in a potential reduction of spectral resolution.

In order to optimize the performance of the system, we attempted to match the FWHM of the PSF from CANARY to our photonic dicer to achieve efficient coupling whilst restricting the size of the device. Future instruments will be required to balance the number of modes (and hence slit length) against the desire for maximal transmission of the system. Key to this will be the level of AO correction required to attain a given transmission for a given number of modes. Fig. 6 shows the relation between the ensquared energy under closed-loop and tip-tilt correction for our averaged images on CANARY. For our chip, under closed-loop operation the measured ensquared energy is a factor of 2.4 higher than that for the other two AO modes, matching the prediction derived from ensquared energy analysis of the closed-loop and tip-tilt only corrected PSFs shown within Fig. 6. This figure demonstrates this factor will increase as the spatial sampling is reduced, at the expense of overall transmission e.g. an approximate factor of 5 improvement between closed-loop and the two other AO modes would be achieved if the spatial sampling were reduced to 0.1 arcsec.

### 5 CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the on-sky testing of a three-dimensional integrated optical waveguide device (the photonic dicer) that spatially reformats an AO-corrected telescope PSF into a diffraction-limited pseudo-slit. This component converts any modal noise induced by the atmosphere on the PSF into amplitude and phase variations along the diffraction-limited slit, orthogonal to the dispersion axis in a spectrograph. We have developed all the control and calibration tools required to optimize coupling into a photonic device that is used with an AO system and tested transmission of the photonic dicer across a range of atmospheric and AO operating modes.

Although the improvement in performance that our experimental system demonstrated is modest, it serves to verify the expected level of performance and is unquestionably useful (a factor of 2.4 in signal, or approximately 1 mag) even in its unoptimized form.

Using the principles demonstrated here, we will be able to improve the performance of spectrographs operating at high spatial resolution near to the diffraction limit using AO. Even the magnitude increase in depth that our experiment has provided can prove highly valuable. As we have argued, we expect performance to be further improved by refinement of the laser inscription parameters, ensuring that the residual aberrations from the AO system are supported by the modes of the photonic dicer and by optimizing the input coupling. We plan to explore these tradeoffs using a combination of theoretical and experimental studies using AO systems both in the laboratory and at the telescope.

It is clear the photonic dicer has the potential to improve the performance of high-resolution spectroscopy in areas such as exoplanet detection and characterization, but we can expect further substantial benefits in these key fields by noting that the current performance of high-resolution spectrographs which although already very impressive (100 cm s$^{-1}$) is limited ultimately by errors in injecting calibration light using fibres. This is ultimately due to modal noise, where the interference between modes within fibres affect its output intensity pattern, and hence the entrance illumination of the spectrograph. We expect that this problem will be much reduced using a photonic dicer because the reformatted slit is single moded in the dispersion axis, and we expect that variations in the input will not be expressed as variations in the spectrograph line profile.

Aims in future work include; increasing the wavelength range to cover the entire H band; further optimization of the coupling from CANARY and improved transmission for the photonic dicer through refinements in the manufacturing process.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Slit centring (per cent of FWHM)</th>
<th>Slit width (per cent of FWHM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1320</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1550</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1580</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-sky</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. The ratio of ensquared energy between closed-loop and tip-tilt only AO modes as a function of photonic dicer input size based on analysis of the AO-corrected PSFs from CANARY. The vertical red line indicates the spatial sampling size of the photonic dicer used on-sky.

Table 1. The measured instantaneous centring and slit width variations before average subtraction. The first set of results was performed in laboratory conditions using a stable source. The on-sky results have a bandwidth 160 nm (FWHM) centred at 1530 nm with a varying input.
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